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Abstract
This deliverable describes the work done in task 4.3 “Testbed as a service user interface and
optimization”.
We describe how, based on the requirements analysis (D1.1), we have designed and developed
the user interface of the F-Interop Platform.
Indeed, the User Interface provides an easy access to the F-Interop Platform through a web portal
allowing users to perform remote testing of various IoT network protocols.
We finally highlight in this deliverable the optimizations that have been carried out, based on opencall testers’ and external users’ feedbacks.
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1 Introduction
1.1 About F-Interop
F-Interop is a Horizon 2020 European Research project, which proposes to extend the European
research infrastructure (FIRE+) with online and remote interoperability and performance test tools
supporting emerging technologies from research to standardization and to market launch. The outcome
will be a set of tools enabling:
• Standardization communities to save time and resources, to be more inclusive with partners who
cannot afford travelling, and to accelerate standardization processes;
• SMEs and companies to develop standards-based interoperable products with a shorter time-tomarket and significantly lowered engineering and financial overhead.
F-Interop intends to position FIRE+ as an accelerator for new standards and innovations.

1.2 Deliverable Objectives
1.2.1 Work package Objectives
WP4 has the following goals:
• Research, develop and integrate the F-Interop Testbed as a Service
• Develop and demonstrate the open API and resources repository
• Develop the required SDK for third parties developments and extensions
• Develop and optimize the user interface

1.2.2 Task Objectives
Task 4.3 in WP4 describes the User Interface component that needs to be developed:
1. It is responsible for the User Experience
2. It is responsible for developing the User Interface.
3. It is responsible for communicating with all the components of the F-Interop Platform.
To this aim, three milestones were reached:
MS19 in October 2017 – “Testbed as a service user interface first iteration demonstrated”
MS20 in April 2018 – “Testbed as a service user interface with test extensions demonstrated”
MS21 in September 2018 – “Service in place and running through the entire experiment cycle and
accessible to users”

1.2.3 Deliverable Objectives and Methodology
This deliverable describes how, based on the requirements analysis (D1.1), we have designed and
developed the user interface of the F-Interop Platform.
The User Interface provides an easy access to the F-Interop Platform through a web portal allowing
users to perform remote testing of various IoT network protocols.
We finally highlight in this deliverable the optimizations that have been carried out, based on open-call
testers’ and external users’ feedbacks.
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2 User Experience based on requirements
2.1 Goals
The aim of the GUI is to provide an easy access to the F-Interop Platform through a web portal allowing
users to perform remote testing of various IoT network protocols.
It must be generic enough to accommodate various testing tools being developed within the consortium
by project partners or beyond by external contributors.
While being generic, it should offer a large array of visualization features in order to address the needs
of a wide variety of network protocols and types of tests (interoperability, performance, privacy,…).
It must be secured. It should ensure the privacy of the users as well as the tests performed, while
providing “social” features allowing users to collaborate if they choose to.

2.2 Requirements
This section describes the subset of requirements extracted from D1.1 that have been considered in
order to design the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the F-Interop platform.
The following table presented in section 4 of D1.1 “General needs for online interoperability and
performance testing” describes the steps required for an F-Interop user in order to perform a test
session. The workflow of the GUI has been designed following these steps.
Step

Action
FI-User authentication
and authorization. IUT
registration /
identification

Description
FI-User authenticates in a secure way (prior FI- User registration
needed) in FI-Platform. FI- User needs to be authorized to use FIPlatform resources. FI-User identifies which IUT he/she will test
(prior IUT registration needed).

Test suites discovery
and selection

FI-User starts by discovering the available test suites and by
selecting the one he/she wants to execute.

2

Resource description

FI-User specifies/selects resources in the F- Interop-Platform that
are needed for his/her F- Interop session including the location
models1, testing tools, libraries, etc. During this phase FI- Platform
may request information from FI-User or provide information to FIUser for a coherent selection of the required resources.

3

Resource reservation

The resources selected in the previous step are actually reserved.

4

Resource provisioning,
configuration and
session setup

The instantiation of the F-Interop-Platform resources that fit best with
the FI-User needs is done.

5

Test execution

0

1

6

7

Results analysis and
report

Session storage

The online F-Interop test campaign is launched and the selected
(executable) test suites are executed against the IUTs.
Test execution information is analyzed. The test results and verdicts
are provided together with explanations in case of FAIL or
INCONCLUSIVE verdicts or something wrong happened. A report
can be provided under request in case for example the FI-User wants
to apply for a certification/labelling program.
Storage of the F-Interop session information (Session-id, User-id, FIUser’s IUT-id, IUTs’ version, test description, test version, testing
tool, test log and results, etc.). This has to remain accessible beyond
the F-Interop session for the involved parties.
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2.3 User Experience
2.3.1 Authentication
During the registration process a user must provide a valid
email address. This email will be used to login with a
password over HTTPS.
While the user has a personal login and password, each
session has a unique id and a specific temporary login and
password that last only for the session execution duration.
Those temporary credentials are used to authenticate on
the AMQP bus.

2.3.2 Implementations Under Test
Under “My Devices” page, users can manage their implementations under test. Behind the scene, it
communicates with the Resources Repository component.

2.3.3 Test suites discovery and selection
The first step when creating a new session is to select the test suite to be executed.
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2.3.4 Configuration
A first implementation of the GUI focused on the resources description and location models as
expressed in the requirements table:
- Resource description
- Resource reservation
- Resource provisioning, configuration and session setup
However, taking into consideration the early external users comments we realized that it was too
complex. Indeed, provisioning and configuring the necessary resources to execute a test relates to
operations internal to the platform. We therefore decided to simplify the User Experience and guide
users through questions in order to setup their configuration and options during the execution of the test
session.
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Instructions guiding a user through the agent configuration during the test execution.
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One of the most wanted features has been to enable reproducibility of the tests execution. Thus, we
implemented an “Expert” configuration mode that allows to copy and paste a testing tool configuration
and re-run with the same parameters.
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2.3.5 Test execution

2.3.6 Collaboration between users
The F-Interop platform offers testing tools allowing users to test against a reference implementation
(single user) but also between two users for interoperability testing. In the User-to-user mode, the GUI
provides a “magic link” that a user can share with another user in order to join a session.

An Online Event Dashboard module has been developed to enable the organization of virtual events.
Participants can join remotely and chat using instant messaging. They can create sessions or join
sessions created by other participants. The aim of this module is to emulate real-life events by matching
as much as possible the practices of network testing communities. It enhances the collaboration
capabilities of the F-Interop platform.
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2.3.7 Results analysis and report
The GUI has been designed to be generic enough in order to accommodate every testing tool developed
within or beyond the consortium by external contributors. Therefore, the GUI messaging API offers a
limited set of visualization features (http://doc.f-interop.eu/#messages-flow).
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2.3.8 Visualization tools
In order to provide richer visualization features to users during the execution of a test, the F-Interop
platform offers the possibility to automatically deploy dedicated visualization tools in a container
accessible through the web.
An example of an implementation of this feature is the Grafana-based Visualization Tool. This tool offers
visualization support to the performance testing tool by using the Grafana software to display data
produced by the testing tool inside the GUI. Below, a screenshot of this tool.

A more detailed description of this tool is available in deliverable D3.7 and here: http://doc.finterop.eu/#viztool-grafana.

2.3.9 Results Store
The Results Store (RS) is a core F-Interop service that allow to store and retrieve results or intermediate
results generated from Testing Tools.
The RS uses MongoDB as database and exposes an AMQP-based API to insert, retrieve and delete
Testing Tool results. The results will be stored as Binary JSON (BSON) by following the format below:
Key

Type

Value

resources

Array of Objects

The resources involved in the session. Each object has the
keys resource_id and resource_version.

owners

Array of Strings

The ids of the owners of the resources.

session_id

String

The id of the session.

testing_tool_id

String

The id of the testing tool that produced this result.

timestamp

Date

The time this result was inserted in the DB (UTC datetime).

type

String

The type of the result. It can be intermediate or final.

data

Object

The data produced by the testing tool as a result. There is no
schema for this object.

Here an example of a result:
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{
"resources": [
{"resource_id": "user-01-resource-id", "resource_version": "1.0"},
{"resource_id": "user-02-resource-id", "resource_version": "2.0"}
],
"owners": [
"user-01",
"user-02"
],
"session_id": "b93884bf-c1b9-40da-892a-389b5e02a196",
"testing_tool_id": "testing-tool-01-id",
"timestamp": 1520437111,
"type": "final",
"data": {
"some_data_produced_by_tt": 42,
...
}
}

The RS provides on virtual host / the following services:
Service
results_store.insert_result
results_store.get_result
results_store.delete_result

Description
Insert a result in the Results Store.
Query the Results Store for results.
Delete one or more results.

A detailed description of the API with some examples can be found on the official documentation
available at http://doc.f-interop.eu/#results-store-rs.

2.3.10

Global Map

This tool is a visual representation of the F-Interop platform. It shows in real-time the tests that are
currently running on F-Interop. The resources (devices) involved in the tests are displayed on a 2D map
of the world and the end-user is able to see their position. Resources involved in the same test are linked
between each other and the type of the test is displayed as well.
A screenshot of this tool:
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A detailed description of this tool can be found in deliverable D3.7.
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3 Implementation of the ‘GUI’
3.1 Architecture overview
3.1.1 GUI within the F-Interop architecture

The GUI is the user facing component of the F-Interop platform. It interacts with all the components and
must be therefore tightly integrated.

3.1.2 Web UI
The Graphical User Interface relies on several services that are integrated into the overall F-Interop
Platform architecture. The user facing service is the Web User Interface. It has been developed using
ReactJS in order to create a “real-time” web application leveraging on its state management capabilities.
In this user interface programming technique, the state of one UI control depends on the state of other
UI controls. For example, during the execution of an F-Interop session, control buttons or fields will be
displayed as soon as a message is received from the bus. Another benefit of the ReactJS library is that
it allows to create generic components that can be easily re-used.

3.1.3 WebSocket and REST API
The Web UI is interfaced to the backend through a WebSocket and a REST API. Indeed, these two
interfaces have different purposes. The REST API offers synchronous calls retrieving or pushing data
to the database, whereas the WebSocket allows a live stream of data. In the case of F-Interop a
WebSocket interface is mandatory as the messages flowing on the Event Bus using RabbitMQ must be
relayed to the user as soon as they are received, thus enabling a smooth user interaction.

3.1.4 Backend
The backend services of the GUI interact with the GUI database but also with other components of the
F-Interop Platform such as the Session Orchestrator, the Resources Repository, the Results Store and
the testing tools using the Event Bus. It is also responsible for triggering the start and stop of the test
sessions. For instance, when a user triggers a new session from the web interface, the corresponding
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backend service of the GUI will contact the Session Orchestrator and will then spawn a new process
listening to the messages of the newly created session.

3.1.5 Database
The GUI database is responsible for storing the users’ accounts, the list of sessions and the UI related
messages of each session. It provides persistence of data enabling users to keep track of their sessions.

3.1.6 Viz tools
The visualization tools are spawned within the Session Orchestrator on-demand. It allows testing tool
developers to provide users a direct access to a dedicated web server that will display testing tool
specific visualization of data.
The figure below shows how a Visualization Tool container can be accessed by a user through the GUI.

The green colour represents AMQP-based communication while the blue colour represents HTTPbased communication. In the figure there are represented two sessions. Inside a session there are a
Testing Tool, a Visualization Tool (containing a web-server for example) and any other optional tool. All
the tools, including the GUI, inside the same session communicates through the same AMQP bus. Inside
the Session Orchestrator there is also a NGINX web server, which acts as a proxy between the clients
and the Visualization Tools. The Testing Tool is able to configure and send data to the Visualization
Tool through the AMQP bus. The client will then connect to the Visualization Tool via HTTP. Each VT is
reachable through a particular unique URL, which is generated and maintained by the SO. The Testing
Tool is aware of the URL of its own VT instance and therefore it is able to use the GUI API to embed
this URL inside the HTML page the client is receiving from the GUI. When the session is terminated, all
involved containers are stopped and deleted.
A detailed description of this feature can be found in deliverable D3.7. A description of a Visualization
Tool implementation (Viztool-Grafana) and the generalization of this feature (Container Services) can
be found here: http://doc.f-interop.eu/#visualization-tools-vt.
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3.2 APIs
3.2.1 REST
Login
POST /api/v1/login
Example using python requests
payload = {'email': 'support@myslice.info', 'password': 'my_password'}
r = requests.post("http://localhost:8111/api/v1/login",
headers={str('Content-Type'):'application/json'},
data=json.dumps(payload),
timeout=self.timeout)
cookies = r.cookies
profile = requests.get('http://localhost:8111/api/v1/profile', cookies=self.cookies)
result = profile.text

Resources
Interactions with the Resources Repository
GET /api/v1/finterop/resources
Retreive a list of resources. The GUI filters the resources and provides access to the ones that belong
to the user and to the ones tagged as public.
POST /api/v1/finterop/resources {}
Create a new resource, that will be sent to the Resources Repository
PUT /api/v1/finterop/resources/<resource_id> {}
Modify an existing resource. The GUI provides modification access to the resources belonging to the
user.
DELETE /api/v1/finterop/resources/<resource_id>
A user can remove resources that belong to him/her from the Resources Repository.
Sessions
Status of a Session
session.status = waiting | deployed | open | closed | terminated | error
waiting: Session created locally at the GUI
deployed: Session deployed at the Session Orchestrator but not started
open: Session started at the Session Orchestrator
closed: Session stopped at the Session Orchestrator
terminated: Session deleted at the Session Orchestrator, stored locally at the GUI
error: an error occurred during the process, status local to the GUI
GET /api/v1/finterop/sessions[?status=session.status]
Retreive the list of Sessions of the logged in user
Optional filter by status = waiting | closed | open | terminated | error
GET /api/v1/finterop/sessions/<session_id>
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Retreive a specific session with its id
GET /api/v1/finterop/sessions/all[?status=session.status]
An admin user can retrieve all the sessions from the F-Interop Platform.
Optional filter by status = waiting | closed | open | terminated | error
GET /api/v1/finterop/sessions/<email>[?status=session.status]
An admin user can retrieve the sessions of a specific user with its email
Optional filter by status = waiting | closed | open | terminated | error
POST /api/v1/finterop/sessions
Create a new session (local to the GUI DB)
session.status = waiting
PATCH /api/v1/finterop/sessions/<session_id>
Perform actions on a session that will change its status.
This call requires to send one of the following possible actions in the body of the call:
{"action":"deploy"} / {"action":"start"} / {"action":"stop"} / {"action":"terminate"}
{"action":"deploy"}
Instruction to deploy a session, triggers a call to the Session Orchestrator to deploy a new session
(virtual host within the AMQP bus). The status will change from waiting to closed.
session.status = waiting -> closed
{"action":"start"}
Instruction to start the session, triggers a call to the orchestrator to start the containers (Docker) of the
selected Testing Tool. The status will change from closed to open.
session.status = closed -> open
{"action":"stop"}
Instruction to stop the session, triggers a call to the orchestrator to stop the containers (Docker) of the
running Testing Tool. The status will change from open to closed.
session.status = open -> closed
{"action":"terminate"}
Instruction to terminate the session, triggers a call to the orchestrator to remove the session and the
corresponding virtual host within the AMQP bus. The status will change from closed (or open) to
terminated.
session.status = closed -> terminated (local to GUI)
Messages
GET /api/v1/finterop/messages/<session_id>
List of the messages of a session, filtered depending on user’s rights.
PATCH /api/v1/finterop/messages/<session_id>
Perform actions on the process that listen to the messages of a session.
This call requires to send one of the following possible actions in the body of the call:
{"listen":true} / {"listen":false}
POST /api/v1/finterop/messages/<session_id>
Send messages on the event bus of the session.
The body of the call must follow the format defined in F-Interop documentation.
{“body”: {}, “routing_key”: “<routing_key>”}
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POST /api/v1/finterop/messages/<session_id>/message_key
Send messages on the event bus of the session using the message key defined in the F-Interop
documentation. This is using the library of finterop to build the message

3.2.2 WebSocket
Authentication
POST /api/v1/login
A user must firstly login to obtain a cookie. He/She can do so through a REST call.
Then, the user can get an encrypted token that will be used to authenticate to the WebSocket interface.
The token can be requested through the following REST call.
GET /api/v1/usertoken
Returns an encrypted token that contains user’s information.
Authenticate
{
command: authenticate,
token: <string>,
}
Listen to live data streams
Watch
{
command: watch,
object: <string>
}
Filter
{
command: watch,
object: <string>,
filters: [{key : value}]
}

3.2.3 AMQP
How the topics/routing keys are composed is standardized by F-Interop, by using certain conventions
(http://doc.f-interop.eu/#event-bus).
As you may know, messages are sent using topic exchanges, and when using this feature in amqp
routing keys / topics are formed as a list of words delimited by dots.
Namespaces: For categorizing certain type of messages which share similar functionalities we defined
some namespaces. These describe a category of events and services which are similar in some way.
In this deliverable we will focus on the messages related to the GUI, using the ui.* namespace.
ui.core.*
Messages under the ui.core.* namespace are targeting information stored by the GUI.
ui.core.session.get.request
Message sent within a session vhost to request the current session’s information to UI.
This is used by Testing Tools that need the session configuration settings.
ui.core.session.get.reply
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Message replied by the UI, that contains the session configuration data.

ui.user.*
ui.user.* routing_key is dedicated to communication with the user interface, within a vhost of a running
session.
ui.user.all.*
Any component on the bus can direct messages to all users involved in the session.
ui.user.<user_id>.*
Any component on the bus can direct messages to a specific user in the session.
ui.user.all.request
ui.user.<user_id>.request
The request message is sent by the testing tool to the UI.
It is directed either to a particular user or to all users.
PROPS: correlation_id is sent by the testing tool. The answer uses the same correlation_id in the
ui.user.<user_id>.reply
The GUI will use correlation_id to identify the actions that have already been triggered and disable the
submit button accordingly.
BODY of the request message is used as a form, which contains a list of input fields.
The input fields can have different types based on HTML components (text, radio, checkbox, select, file,
button).
For more details about the content of the BODY, read the documentation: http://doc.f-interop.eu/#userinput-requests
ui.user.<user_id>.reply
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The reply message is sent by the UI with the same correlation_id as the one received in the
corresponding ui.user.user_id.request, enabling the testingtool to identify what question has been
answered. fields: list of the input fields using the same names as ui.user.user_id.request to map the
values.
ui.user.all.display
ui.user.<user_id>.display
The display message is sent by the testing tool to the UI.
It is directed either to a particular user or to all users.
fields: list of fields, allowing to display several elements within the same message (paragraph, image,
html, link, file, iframe).
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4 Improvements based on user’s feedback
4.1 External users and Open-call testers comments
The first public presentation of the GUI has been given during a 6Tisch Interoperability event organized
by ETSI during the IETF 99 meeting in Prague in July 2017. It has been since used during many other
events including IETF meetings and hackathons, interoperability events, conferences and workshops.
During each of those events, we asked participants to provide feedback on their experience using the
platform and especially the GUI. External users’ feedback has been a very valuable input in order to
improve the user-friendliness of the GUI as well as the testing tools.
Another important source of feedback came from the collaboration with U-Hopper through the U-Improve
Open Call project. U-Hopper has run three rounds of tests involving external users. They used a welldefined methodology to collect feedback. Based on the analysis of the testers’ feedback, U-Hopper
provided us very valuable suggestions on how to improve the User Experience.

4.2 Improvements
4.2.1 Bug fixing
Continuously presenting the platform and collecting feedback from the users’ communities has helped
us a lot to fix bugs, maturing thus the platform.

4.2.2 Communication
F-Interop platform has been introduced by project partners at several occasions to IETF, W3C and other
interop events communities. But in the context of the U-Improve Open Call, users never heard about FInterop before. Therefore, one of the comments from theses testers was that we need to improve our
communication within the GUI regarding the value proposition of the F-Interop platform:
• Who is this service for, i.e. targeted users (e.g. developers of IoT protocols and solutions).
• What it allows to achieve in terms of results and outputs (e.g. interoperability certificate)
• What the user has to do in order to get to it (e.g. main steps, activities).
• What the user needs to have in place in order to use it (requirements).
To address this comment, we have added some text answering those questions on the home page of
the GUI. We also created a welcome video summarizing the project.

4.2.3 Usability
Another area where we improved the GUI based on users’ feedback has been the usability. Indeed,
depending on the size of the screen used, some first level functionalities were not always easy to reach.
We reorganized the menu and placed it at the top of the page in order to overcome this issue.
During the execution of sessions many users complained about the size allocated to the pending action
message box. We of course increased the width and height of the box to solve the issue.

4.2.4 Documentation
Based on users’ feedback we added a step-by-step tutorial to help first time users to get started.
Moreover, we added more detailed video tutorials for each testing tool provided by the platform.

4.2.5 Future work
In order to improve the usability of the F-Interop Platform, we have planned to implement several
suggestions from the U-Improve Open Call report.
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5 Conclusion
The F-Interop GUI has been developed following the requirements analysis defined in D1.1. We have
designed a very modular framework in which it is easy for third-party developers to integrate new
modules. As proved by the development of the Global Map and the Events Dashboard, new core
modules can be easily plugged into the GUI using both REST and WebSocket APIs.
The F-Interop GUI provides an easy access to the F-Interop Platform through a web portal allowing
users to perform remote testing of various IoT network protocols. The AMQP API has been designed to
be generic enough to accommodate a very wide set of testing tools. Indeed, following the AMQP API, a
testing tool developer can interact with the GUI using the request/reply mechanism that will translate the
messages into HTML forms. All testing tools developed by F-Interop partners, Open Call subcontractors
or external companies have been integrated using the same AMQP API.
Following iterative cycles of development, we have continuously presented the progress of our work to
the different users’ communities targeted by F-Interop. Based on their feedback and on the useful
insights from the U-Improve Open Call testers, we have continuously improved the usability of the GUI.
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